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One step too slow. Always slightly behind game speed, reaction times a bit sluggish. Freak athletes 
lighting up the field while you always feel as though you are missing that one step, that training 
method that will get you to hang with the speed of the freaks. Speed puts them in stronger positions 
while you struggle to keep your feet under you, ultimately getting juked or punished by the wonders 
on the field or the court. 

Can this be changed? Is it possible to enhance reaction times on the football field? Is it realistic to 
be able to improve jukes on the court? What about jumping higher to block a shot, can this skill be 
trained and developed? 

These are questions surrounding a problem that we get all of the time at Garage Strength. Are you 
able to help my son get faster off the line? Can you improve my daughters speed on the field? Can 
you help my son jump higher for rebounds and be more aggressive? My daughter needs her serve in 
volleyball to be faster and more precise, can you help? 

Absolutely. Being a freak athlete can come naturally but it can also be trained. With consistent hard 
work, precise planning and comprehension of sport qualities, freak attributes can be cultivated over 
a long period of time. After a 2 year investment in proper training, freakiness can be developed in 
a normal individual. After 6 months of training, freakiness can be developed in an above average 
athlete. After just 2-3 months, the freaks will become even FREAKIER with proper training. 

So what’s the answer? How have we gotten so many beasts to the Division 1 Collegiate level? I will 
share that with you below. 

Vertical Jump:
Becoming A Freak Athlete

By Dane Miller
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The freakiest and most explosive athletes on the planet are Olympic weightlifters and shot putters. These are 
freaks that are hulking animals and still have 35 inch vertical jumps, some with a bodyweight well over 265lbs! 
US National Discus Champion, Sam Mattis has power snatched over 300lbs and has a 36 inch vertical at a 
bodyweight of 260lbs. How is he able to move his bodyweight so rapidly? He comprehends Olympic lifts! 

Take 2 time US national champion Jacob Horst. Jacob has jumped 44 inches with his vertical and he has box 
jumped over 60 inches and even landed a back flip on a 24 inch box! When you start to recognize he can snatch 
300lbs at a bodyweight of 153lbs, force production is his forte. Keys to force production are all based around 

strength, speed, mobility, all of the keys behind the 
Olympic lifts. 

What about freak wrestlers? Nick Gwiazdowski has power 
cleaned 155kilos/340lbs with complete ease! When he 
is on the mat, winning the Pan Am Games or earning 
himself a world medal, he is using the explosiveness and 
coordination he has gained from Olympic lifts to power 
through his opponents. These are grown men, weighing 
265lbs, wanting to rip his head off! Does that matter? 
Typically not, especially when you can move heavy weight 
FAST. That is what defines a freak. 

Comprehend Olympic Lifts1.
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National champion in the discus throw, Sam 
Mattis, snatching 140k off of one box
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Optimizing neural drive is incredibly important for recruiting high threshold motor units...i.e. It’s important 
for moving weight fast. Remember, moving heavy weight FAST is what makes freak athletes, FREAKS! They are 
explosive, mobile, athletic, but why?

Neural drive.

The faster their nervous system fires, the faster they can 
recruit the appropriate muscle groups, the quicker they 
can absorb force, the quicker they can reuse that energy to 
conquer their opponents. 

Enhance the neural drive with Olympic lifts, focus on 
mindfulness, even bodybuilding can improve the mind-muscle 
connection, by improving this connection, freakiness becomes 
cultivated!

High Threshold Motor 
Units
Muscles connected to large groups of 
motor neurons that are signaled first 
when a large amount of force needs to 
be generated in a short period of time.

Neural Drive2.
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Limber, long, mobile, and stable. These are key characteristics behind freaks on the field. Freaks move fast, they 
are able to have fully lengthened muscle groups and REACT out of a lengthened position. They fight their way 
out of precarious positions because they are coordinated and capable of recruiting from a plethora of crazy 
positions! 

Think about Barry Sanders, deep in a squat at the line, somehow juking his way from the grasp of a hulking 
linebacker. How was he able to do this regularly? MUSCLE SLACK! When greater mobility is achieved, muscle 
slack in antagonist muscle groups enables the body to focus on the prime movers being used to navigate the 
athletic positions. 

Remember this key phrase. Lengthening is strengthening! The longer our muscles are, the more the golgi 
tendon organ signals to recruit stronger motor units, the more motor units recruited, the more coordinated an 
individual becomes and the faster they can utilize force. This is where mobility becomes paramount! 

By using mobility programs 10-15 minutes a day, the athlete 
will be healthier, recruit faster, and become FREAKIER and 
ultimately more explosive for greater jumping ability.

Mobility for Muscle3.

Mobility:
Mobility is the most under utilized form 
of training across the board in athletes. 
If you want to be good, you need to have 
a proper mobility regimen.
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Experimentation is key for studying sports performance and advancing the development of various athletes. 
Over the years, we have been faced with some stubborn athletes. Not athletes that are stubborn with their 
personality but more so stubborn with their ability to grow and become more coordinated. Remember, greater 
coordination and stability = freakier athletes.

How was this stubbornness conquered? How have we been able to develop subpar athletes into Division 1 
scholarship athletes? 

Strength movements paired with countermovement jumps!

What the fu$k does that mean?

Take a front squat. The bar is front loaded, the torso must 
be rigid, the quads are taxed, the back and abs are taxed, the 
posterior chain is forced to recruit as optimally as possible. 
Now, the athlete executes 4 front squats, forcing the body to 
recruit motor units, hold mobile and STABLE positions. The 
body is AWARE! 

The athlete finishes the set, takes 45-60 seconds of rest. They move over to hurdles or boxes, their neural drive 
recovers in that time frame, they execute 3-4 jumps over hurdles or on boxes. These are countermovements 
that teach the athlete to use the newfound strength in a more reactive manner. By understanding stability 
and transferring the strength to a very dynamic and explosive movement, the athlete conquers their physical 
stubbornness, forcing their body to be freakier!

Strength and Counter Movement Jump Pairings4.
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Supersets:
When supersetting exercises, perform 
the second exercise IMMEDIATELY after 
the first. After completing the second 
exercise, then take a break to recover for 
the next set.
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We consistently change lifts being executed in the weight room. We understand adaptations to strength 
movements, we know athletes can get stale and lose feeling and when a new movement is targeting a different 
area of training, we immediately see a positive response and a strong adaptation. 

So why don’t we do this in with plyometrics and jumps?!?!?!

All too often, coaches do the same boring jumps over and over and over and over again. Athletes get bored, 
their body gets bored and their performance suffers, as does their training. 

How can we alleviate this problem?

Create a ton of variable based jumps! There are THOUSANDS of jumps that can be executed to enhance 
performance, recruitment and freakiness. By changing jumps, measuring the athletes response and 
understanding how their recruitment patterns function, dramatic improvements will be seen. 

Unilateral jumps coordinated with bilateral jumps, jumps for height vs. jumps for distance, paused jumps with 
reactive jumps. The sky’s the limit! Find specific pairings for different patterns and utlize them to enhance your 
freakiness!

Jump Variability5.

C U L T I V A T E  Y O U R  P O W E R
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